Amy Harrop got her start as a teacher, and it’s her passion for helping students of all ages that led her to the world of online publishing. Digital publishing changes constantly, but it’s Amy’s mission to stay on top of the changes and trends. Her blog posts and products provide relevant, actionable guidance to help aspiring and veteran digital publishers to create multiple streams of income.

Amy has created dozens of products designed to help entrepreneurs create digital content, find resources, streamline production, and market their products effectively. Her products include eBooks, templates, content software, content creation tools, resources, and content automation strategies.

In addition to her products, Amy also works directly with select clients to help them find hidden profit centers in their books, content, and businesses.

**Amy Harrop is your go-to resource for:**
- Breaking into the world of digital publishing
- Taking advantage of the latest trends and technologies
- Finding content to reuse and repurpose
- Making content templates to build a digital publishing business
- Streamlining content creation to save time
- Identifying hidden profits in your online business
- Positioning your brand for improved results
- Creating a detailed roadmap to grow your business

**Availability**
Amy is available for podcast interviews, guest blogging, telesummits and other events. Reach out to her personally at amy@amyharrop.com for questions or scheduling.